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Introduction: Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) has emerged as a promising method for providing quantitative view of the veins and brain lesions, 
overcoming the common problems traditional SWI method is facing, that SWI results are dependent on the orientation of the veins and the size of tissue 
structures, as well as on scanning parameters such as voxel aspect and TE [1]. The current QSM algorithms involve solving the inverse problem of the 
Green’s function, which is highly ill-conditioned. Therefore regularization is required either in frequency [1] or time domain [2] to reduce the subsequent 
stripping artifacts. But the regularization of the inverse filter is not perfect and still leaves the edge of object affected by stripping artifacts. Here we evaluate a 
new edge-preserving QSM method, which uses the 3D slab segmented Wiener filtered [3] phase data as input and the convex half-quadratic regularizing 
algorithm [4] to realize, to obtain a venous susceptibility map after the combination of segmented results. In this abstract, we will introduce this method and 
evaluate the feasibility of improving the view for the veins. 
Materials and Method: Firstly we introduce the edge-preserving algorithm [4], which generates QSM results through solving  
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variable and function for minimization. The operation is done voxel by voxel indicated by k at three direction indicated by i, and the edge preserved results 
can be obtained by alternating minimizing b and u such that n 1 * n
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reaches the maximum iteration number.  

The second stage is to process the edge preserving segmented data for QSM (Fig. 1). Step 1: initial susceptibility map is obtained by using 3D Wiener 
filter [3]. Step 2: full size data is segmented into smaller 3D slab parts, 
and gradient D was obtained with convolution [-1 1] at three direction; 
there should be at least 10% overlaps between segments or zero 
padded near image edge to avoid stripping artifact near matrix edge. 
Step 3: Putting the segmented data and edge weight into an 
alternating minimization iteration, at each iteration b was minimized 
first and was then used to minimize u. The minimization of u can 
have a faster convergence using conjugate gradient algorithm. Step 4: 
when minimization iteration reaches stopping criteria, combine the 
segmented results for the final susceptibility map. 

In vivo data was collected at Siemens Magnetom 7T scanner, 
using a single echo, flow compensated 3D GRE sequence. The 
scanning parameters were: 0.5 isotropic voxels with 384*384*128 
data matrix, TR/TE = 16/10 ms, FA = 12°, bandwidth = 450Hz/px. 
The following comparisons on the QSM results were performed: 1) 
between two regularized methods, quadratic using f2(t) and 
edge-preserving using f1(t), with center 128*128*128 data matrix; 2) 
between the quadratic, edge-preserving with full size 384*384*128 
data and edge-preserving with nine 3D 141*141*141 segmentations 
after 10% overlapping or zero padding.  

Results: Fig.2 shows the reconstructed results with quadratic and edge-preserving methods. We can see 
from Fig.2a that the quadratic method resulted in smooth vessels, while edge-preserving method (Fig.2b) 
enhanced the vessel boundaries while preserving the susceptibility values as the center of the veins. Fig.3 
compares the MIP results of quadratic, edge-preserving without and with slab segmentation methods. The 
comparison between Fig.3 b) and a) shows that when taking the full size data matrix as one single segment, 
more details can be reconstructed by edge-preserving than the quadratic method, but with amplified artifacts 
and noises. Fig.3 c) indicates that the quality of the susceptibility maps can be greatly improved if the whole 
data matrix is segmented into small parts and processed separately. 
Discussion and Conclusions: The Wiener filter is a simple method to obtain a rough susceptibility map, 
which can be used as a start point of calculation and replace the anatomic constrains that come from 
magnitude image as usual, so less errors will be added. In principle, the calculated susceptibility value of an 
object is mainly determined by the power of dipole effects around its boundaries. Therefore the 

segmentation of a large data matrix does not affect the relative susceptibility 
difference map, though not the absolute susceptibility value due to the lack of the 
a priori knowledge of the background susceptibility. By segmenting the high 
resolution data matrix into several small ones, a much smaller convolution kernel 
during calculation can be used, which will introduce fewer artifacts since less 
singularities are presented in the ill-conditioned kernel, and a much sharper and 
precise venous map can be obtained. Further studies will focus on determination 
of optimal parameters and applications of this method. 
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Figure 3: MIPped over 32 mm vein map results of 384*384*128 without 

segmentation a) quadratic b) edge-preserving and c) edge-preserving after 

combination of nine 3D 141*141*141 segmentations. 
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Figure 1: Illustration of the edge preserved segmented algorithm, note that the show of in 

plane images instead of 3D view just for display convenient. 

Figure 2: Quadratic a) and edge-preserving b) 

regularized method, noting that edge-preserving

result b) has a better edge presentation. 
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